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1. Introduction
Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) have been identified as efficient
nd environmentally friendly electricity generators [1–8]. One of
he main advantages of SOFCs is their fuel flexibility. In practice,
ydrogen and hydrocarbons, such as methane and ethanol, can be
sed as fuels in SOFCs to generate electricity [9–12]. Recent research
orks show that ammonia is also a feasible fuel for electricity gen-

ration by SOFCs [13–22]. Ammonia emerges as a promising fuel
or fuel cells because it is relatively cheap, easy to store and trans-
ort, less flammable compared with other fuels and relatively safe
ue to any leakage being easily detectable by odor. In addition, the

nfrastructure of ammonia technology has been well established.
herefore, there is increasing interest in using ammonia in fuel cells,
specially in SOFCs [13–22].

Conventional SOFCs are based on oxygen ion-conducting elec-
rolyte (SOFC-O), such as the commonly used yttria-stabilized
irconia (YSZ). Alternatively, an SOFC can be built with a
roton-conducting electrolyte (SOFC-H). Previous thermodynamic
nalyses have shown that an SOFC-H running on hydrogen or
ydrocarbon (methane, methanol, or ethanol) has a higher maxi-
um energy efficiency than an SOFC-O counterpart [23–27]. Those
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been performed to compare the theoretical performance of ammonia fed
ed on proton-conducting electrolyte (SOFC-H) and oxygen ion-conducting
that the ammonia fed SOFC-H is superior to SOFC-O in terms of theoret-

xample, at a fuel utilization of 80% and an oxygen utilization of 20%, the
-H is 11% higher than that of SOFC-O. The difference between SOFC-H and

ant at higher fuel utilizations and higher temperatures. This is because an
partial pressure and a lower steam partial pressure than an SOFC-O. In

utilization is found to increase the efficiency of ammonia fed SOFCs due to
ction and a reduction in steam molar fraction. With further development
on conductivity and effective fabrication of thin film electrolyte, the SOFC
ectrolyte is expected to be a promising approach to convert ammonia fuel

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

thermodynamic analyses designed for hydrocarbon fuels cannot be
directly applied to study ammonia fuel due to different electro-
chemical mechanisms. For example, steam is required for an SOFC
running on methanol, but not for an SOFC running on ammonia.
When methanol is used as a fuel, the steam-to-methanol ratio is

critical for determining both the carbon formation boundary and
the SOFC efficiency. On the other hand, ammonia fuel used in SOFC
undergoes thermal crack to produce hydrogen and nitrogen at the
anode and, therefore, no steam is needed to prevent carbon forma-
tion.

In this paper, a thermodynamic analysis is conducted to study
the theoretical performance of ammonia fed SOFCs. Theoretical
analyses have been performed to study both conventional SOFC-O
and advanced SOFC-H. The results of both SOFC-O and SOFC-H are
compared and discussed in terms of energy conversion efficiency.

2. Thermodynamic analysis

2.1. Principles of ammonia fed SOFC

2.1.1. SOFC-O
In an SOFC-O (Fig. 1(a)), ammonia undergoes decomposition

over a Ni catalyst at the anode chamber as

2NH3 ↔ N2 + 3H2 (1)

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
mailto:mkhleung@hku.hk
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Fig. 1. Schematic of ammonia fed SOFC: (a) SOFC-O and (b) SOFC-H.

The oxygen supplied at the cathode is reduced to O2−. The O2−

ion is subsequently transported through the dense electrolyte to
the porous anode, where it reacted with the hydrogen generated
from ammonia to form H2O. The electrochemical reactions taking
place in the electrodes of an SOFC-O are summarized as

Cathode:

0.5O2 + 2e− → O2− (2)

Anode:

H2 + O2− → H2O + 2e− (3)

Wojcik et al. [13] made the first attempt to use ammonia as a fuel
in YSZ-based SOFC-O and obtained a maximum power density of
about 50 mW cm−2. It was believed that toxic NO might be formed
at the anode due to the following reaction [13]:

2NH3 + 5O2− ↔ 2NO + 3H2O + 10e− (4)

However, recent theoretical and experimental investigations
show that NO generation is thermodynamically unfavorable and
the concentration of NO is negligibly small (up to only a few ppm)

[15,17,18]. Thus, the NO formation reaction in ammonia fed SOFC is
assumed negligible in the present study.

2.1.2. SOFC-H
In an SOFC-H (Fig. 1(b)), ammonia is decomposed into nitrogen

and hydrogen over Ni catalysts at the anode chamber, similar to an
SOFC-O [15]. The N2 is removed from the anode chamber, while the
H2 produced undergoes a subsequent electrochemical reaction at
the anode as

H2 → 2H+ + 2e− (5)

The produced electrons traveling from the anode to the cath-
ode through an external circuit yield an electrical power output.
The protons are transported through dense electrolyte to the cath-
ode chamber and undergo electrochemical reactions with oxygen
molecules to form H2O at the cathode as

2H+ + 0.5O2 + 2e− → H2O (6)

The overall reaction can be written as

2NH3 + 1.5O2 → N2 + 3H2O (7)
rces 183 (2008) 682–686 683

2.2. Equilibrium potential of ammonia fed SOFC

The equilibrium potential of an SOFC cell is the maximum volt-
age that drives charges through an electric circuit in an SOFC. In
practice, the voltage of an SOFC is less than the theoretical value due
to different overpotential losses, such as activation, concentration,
and ohmic overpotentials [7,28]. In this paper, only the equilibrium
potential of the SOFC is considered with an aim to investigate the
theoretical maximum performance of the SOFC fed with ammonia.

According to thermodynamics of fuel cells, the voltage (E) of a
fuel cell can be expressed as

E = −�G

nF
(8)

where n is the number of electrons involved per electrochemical
reaction, F is the Faraday constant, and �G is the change in Gibbs
free energy.

In an SOFC fed with ammonia, the species involved in electro-
chemical reactions are H2 and O2, and the product is H2O. The
voltage can be written in the Nernst form as

E = E0 + RT

2F
ln

[
PH2 (PO2 )1/2

PH2O

]
(9)

where E0 is the voltage at standard pressures; PH2 , PH2O and PO2 are
the partial pressure of hydrogen, steam, and oxygen, respectively.
The above equation is applicable to both SOFC-O and SOFC-H. How-
ever, it should be mentioned that PH2O refers to partial pressure
of H2O at the anode side of an SOFC-O, while it refers to partial
pressure of H2O at the cathode side of an SOFC–H.

2.3. Determination of gas composition in the SOFC

The calculation procedures developed by Assabumrungrat et al.
[29] are adopted in the present study to determine the partial pres-
sure of each gaseous component. It is also assumed that the gaseous
species are under equilibrium at the SOFC inlet.

For both SOFC-O and SOFC-H, the number of moles (n) of each
component at the SOFC outlet can be calculated as

nNH3 = a − 2x (10)

nN2 = x (11)

nH2 = 3x − b (12)
nH2O = b (13)

nO2 = 0.21c − 0.5b (14)

where a and c are the mole numbers of inlet ammonia and air (con-
taining 21% oxygen), respectively; b is the extent of electrochemical
reaction of hydrogen, which is related to current density J; 2x is the
number of moles of NH3 converted as in reaction (1).

Assuming ideal gas and equilibrium conditions, the partial pres-
sure of each gas component can be related with the equilibrium
constant as (taking NH3 as an example):

KNH3 = (PH2 )3 · (PN2 )

(PNH3 )2
(15)

where PNH3 and PN2 are partial pressure of NH3 and N2, respectively.
The equilibrium constant can also be determined by its defini-

tion:

KNH3 = exp
(

−�Gf

RT

)
(16)

where �Gf is the change in Gibbs free energy between the products
and the reactants for chemical reaction at a standard state.
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proton-conducting electrolyte and the oxygen ion-conducting elec-
trolyte.

3.1. Comparison between ammonia fed SOFC-H and SOFC-O at
different fuel utilizations

The efficiency and equilibrium potential of ammonia fed SOFCs
using different electrolyte types with different fuel utilizations at
1073 K are shown in Fig. 2. It is found that the equilibrium poten-
tial of SOFC-H is significantly higher than that of SOFC-O (Fig. 2(a)).
As a result, the efficiency of SOFC-H is higher than that of SOFC-
O (Fig. 2(b)). In addition, the difference between the efficiency of
SOFC-H and that of SOFC-O becomes larger as the fuel utilization
increases. At typical fuel utilization of about 80–90% [23], the effi-
ciency of ammonia fed SOFC-H is about 10% higher than that of
SOFC-O (Fig. 2(b)). It is also found that the SOFC efficiency increases
with increasing fuel utilization, which is consistent with previous
thermodynamic analyses [23,25].

In order to understand the theoretical performance of ammo-
nia fed SOFC-H and SOFC-O, the partial pressures of the gaseous
species are shown in Fig. 3. It is found that the hydrogen partial
Fig. 2. Theoretical performance of ammonia fed SOFC-H and SOFC-O at different
fuel utilizations: (a) equilibrium potential and (b) efficiency.

Based on the equilibrium constant and the mass balance, the
partial pressure of each gaseous species can thus be determined.
Detailed calculation procedures for Eq. (10) to Eq. (16) can be found
elsewhere [25,29]. After obtaining the gas partial pressure, the the-
oretical potential of SOFC fed with ammonia can be calculated with
the average partial pressures of H2, H2O and O2 through the Nernst

equation (Eq. (9)).

2.4. Efficiency of ammonia fed SOFC

When a current is drawn from an SOFC, the maximum electrical
work (W) generated by the SOFC can be calculated as

W = qE (17)

where q is the electrical charge passing through the SOFC. The effi-
ciency of ammonia fed SOFC can be defined as the ratio of the
maximum electrical work (W) extracted from the SOFC to the max-
imum conversion of the chemical energy of the fuel fed to the SOFC
[24,25]:

� (%) = W

−�H◦ × 100 (18)

where �H◦ is the lower heating value (LHV) of the feeding ammonia
at the standard condition (320.1 kJ mol−1). It should be mentioned
that the theoretical efficiency has no absolute significance and is
attributed to given fuel utilization and working temperature [24].
The fuel utilization and oxygen utilization are defined as the ratio
rces 183 (2008) 682–686

of consumed fuel (ammonia) and oxidant (oxygen) to the feeding
fuel and oxidant, respectively.

3. Results and discussion

In this section, the results of theoretical performance of ammo-
nia fed SOFC are presented, with a focus on comparison of the
Fig. 3. Effect of electrolyte type on gas composition at different utilizations: (a) H2

molar fraction and (b) H2O molar fraction.
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As the temperature increases, both SOFC-H and SOFC-O perform
with lower efficiency and equilibrium potential. This is because
the potential at the standard condition (E0 in Eq. (9)) decreases
significantly with increasing temperature. Thus, the reduced equi-
librium potential results in lower theoretical efficiency of SOFCs. It
should be mentioned that the overpotentials of an SOFC decrease
with increasing temperature. Therefore, the optimal operating
M. Ni et al. / Journal of Pow

pressure in SOFC-H is significantly higher than that in SOFC-O, espe-
cially for medium fuel utilization (Fig. 3(a)). This is because steam
is produced at the anode in an SOFC-O, which in turn could dilute
the concentration of hydrogen fuel at the anode. However, for an
SOFC-H, steam is generated at the cathode and, thus its molar frac-
tion of hydrogen could be higher compared with an SOFC-O. At a
higher fuel utilization, the difference in hydrogen partial pressure

between an SOFC-H and an SOFC-O becomes smaller since both
partial pressures approach to zero. In addition, the partial pressure
of steam in an SOFC-H (cathode) is lower than that in an SOFC-O
(anode) and the difference becomes more significant at higher fuel
utilization (Fig. 3(b)). In an SOFC-O, steam is generated at the anode
side and the molar consumption of reactant gas (H2) is equal to
the molar generation of product gas (H2O). Therefore, both steam
molar fraction and steam partial pressure increase with fuel uti-
lization in an SOFC-O. For an SOFC-H, steam is generated at the
cathode side and its molar fraction depends on oxygen utilization.
Since the oxygen utilization is constant in the present study, the
steam molar fraction is invariant in an SOFC-H (Fig. 3(b)). There-
fore, as the ammonia fed SOFC-H has higher H2 partial pressure
and lower H2O partial pressure than the SOFC-O, the SOFC-H has a
higher theoretical performance.

3.2. Comparison between SOFC-H and SOFC-O at different
temperatures

The effects of temperature on the theoretical performance of the
ammonia fed SOFC-H and an SOFC-O are shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b).

Fig. 4. Effect of electrolyte type on ammonia fed SOFC performance at different
temperatures: (a) equilibrium potential and (b) efficiency.
temperature depends on both the reversible potential and the
overpotentials. Electrochemical modeling analyses are important

Fig. 5. Effect of oxygen utilization on performance of ammonia fed SOFC-H: (a)
equilibrium potential, (b) efficiency and (c) molar fractions of steam and oxygen.
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to quantify the overpotentials involved in operation of the ammo-
nia fed SOFCs. Detailed model development and analyses of
the ammonia fed SOFC-H will be presented in another paper
[30].

3.3. Effect of oxygen utilization on performance of ammonia fed
SOFC-H

In addition to fuel utilization and working temperature, oxy-
gen utilization is yet another important parameter governing the
performance of the ammonia fed SOFC-H. It is found that the
equilibrium potential and the theoretical maximum efficiency of
the ammonia fed SOFC-H decrease with increasing oxygen utiliza-
tion (Fig. 5(a) and (b)). This is because the oxygen molar fraction
decreases while the steam molar fraction increases with increas-
ing oxygen utilization (Fig. 5(c)), which can in turn decrease the
equilibrium potential (Eq. (9)). Therefore, in order to maintain high
performance of the ammonia fed SOFC-H, low oxygen utilization
is desired. However, low oxygen utilization means over-supply of
oxygen gas (air) at the cathode side of the SOFC, which can take
away heat from the SOFC system and may reduce the energy effi-
ciency of the practical SOFC system. Therefore, in order to obtain
the optimal oxygen utilization, detailed thermodynamic analysis
of the complete SOFC system considering all possible energy losses
needs to be performed.

3.4. Implication for practical applications

The above analyses reveal that the maximum efficiency of the
ammonia fed SOFC-H is higher than the SOFC-O without consid-
ering any irreversible losses. In practice, the actual SOFC efficiency
is lower than the theoretical value because of the presence of vari-
ous overpotentials. Using similar electrode materials, the activation
overpotentials of an SOFC-H and an SOFC-O can be similar. The con-
centration overpotentials are also insignificant at a low or medium
current density and they may play an important role only at a high
current density. The ohmic overpotentials deserve special attention
as the electrolytes used for SOFC-H and SOFC-O could have very
different ionic conductivities. So far, the ionic conductivity of typ-
ical proton conductors (i.e. BaCe0.8Sm0.2O2.9) is much lower than

that of the oxygen ion conductors (i.e. YSZ) [31,32], indicating that
the advantage of an SOFC-H will be offset by the ohmic loss at the
electrolyte. Therefore, it is important to search for solid oxides with
high proton conductivity and high stability. Alternatively, the ohmic
overpotentials can be minimized by fabricating thin film electrolyte
[33]. It has been demonstrated that thin film electrolyte with thick-
ness of about eight microns could achieve high SOFC performance
[33]. With further development in material science and thin film
fabrication technology, the SOFC based on proton-conducting elec-
trolyte will be a promising technology for converting ammonia to
electricity.

4. Conclusion

In this study, a thermodynamic analysis has been conducted to
compare the theoretical performance of ammonia fed SOFC based
on different types of electrolytes. It has been demonstrated that an
SOFC-H could potentially perform better than an SOFC-O under typ-
ical operating conditions. This is mainly because of higher hydrogen
partial pressure and lower steam partial pressure in an SOFC-H in
comparison with an SOFC-O counterpart. Low temperature and low
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oxygen utilization are found to be beneficial to enhance the theo-
retical maximum efficiency of the ammonia fed SOFCs. However,
detailed electrochemical modeling analyses as well as energy and
exergy analyses of the practical SOFC system are needed in order
to quantify the optimal operating parameters. Development of new
materials with high proton conductivity and high stability as well
as advanced thin-film fabrication of electrolyte will be important
to achieve high efficiency of ammonia fed SOFC-H for electricity
generation.
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